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Open GYM Equipment Specification

Sr.lto

SPECIFICATION

Equipment Name
Double cross walker with below specifications:
1. Dimensions (LxwxHl: 2000 x 550 x 1600 mm

with main post of NB 10omm (G.1.) 'C Class Pipe of approved make.
of NB 32mm and NB 25mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe.
('NB' stands for Nominal Bore Size i.e., lnternal Diameter of pipe in millimeters).
4. Foot support frame of 100 x 50 x 2.5mm CRC rectangular pipe.
2. Fabricated

3. Handle frame

5. All Pipes are powder coated with 80-120 micron thick AkzoNobel or equivalent Paints.
6. All joints of pipe are robotic welded wlth joints scalloped as necessary and dressed

off removing sharp edges and burrs.

7. Zinc primer paint is applied at all the welding points prior to finishing.

8. Base plate cover made of virgin LLDPE plastic by rotational molding with minimum 4.OOmm thickness, UV resistant and colored.
1

Cross Trainer

9. Foothold made of nylon alloy with rounded edges to prevent impact and injury.
10. Maintenance free bearings of SKF or equivalent make duly oil sealed and self-lubricated

are used in the equipmen

manufactured.
11. The equipment are fitted with inbuilt limiters to prevent unwanted movements.
12. The equipment is fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and J shaped welded bolts of 18mm thickness.
13. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on to it and nuts and bolts are covered with base plate cover.
14. High tensile steel with Salvanized nut bolts are used for assembly.
15. Equipment made to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness equipment.
16. Self-Explanatory stainless steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use.
17. lnternal Limiter : Required for controlled movement of human
body.

Providing and fixing pull chair in a pair with below specifications:
1. Dimensions (LxWxH): 2300 x 700 x 2100 mm
2. Fabricated with main post of NB 100mm (G.1.) 'C' class Pipe of approved make.
3. Main frame of NB 50mm (G.1.) 'C'Class Pipe.
4. Handle frame of NB 32mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe'
('NB' stands for Nominal Bore i.e', lnternal Diameter of pipe in millimeters)
5. All Pipes are powder coated with 80-120 micron thick AkzoNobel or equivalent Paints.
burrs.
6. All joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed off removing sharp edges and
7. zinc primer paint is applied at all the welding points prior to finishing.

2

seated Puller

8. Handle bars are provided with high end quality rubber 8rips.
9. Base plate cover made of virgin LLDPE plastic by rotational molding with 4.0Omm thickness, UV resistant and colored'
resistant and
10. Seat to be made up from irirgin LLDPE manufactured by rotational molding with 4'OO mm thickness, colored, UV

environmental friendly.

11. Maintenance free bearings

of

SKF

or equivalent make duly oil sealed and self-lubricated are used in the equipmenl

manufactured.
12. The equipment are fitted with inbuilt limiters to prevent unwanted movements.
welded bolts of 18mm thickness'
13. The equipment is fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and J shaped
with base plate cover.
14. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on to it and nuts and bolts are covered
15. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly'
16. Equipment made to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness equipment'
17. Self-Explanatory stainless steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use'

Providing and fixing Air Walker/ Arm Wheel
1650 mm

/

Leg Press in a pair

with below specifications:1. Dimensions (LxWxH): 2160 x 1017

)

2. Fabricated with main post of NB t00mm (G.1.) 'C'Class Pipe of approved make.
3. Main frame of NB 50mm (G.1.) 'C'Class Pipe.

4. Handle frame of NB 32mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe.
('NB' stands for Nominal Bore Size i.e., lnternal Diameter of pipe in millimetres).
5. All Pipes are powder coated with 80-l2Gmicron thick AkzoNobel or equivalent Paints.
6. All joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed

off removing sharp

edges and burrs.

7. zinc primer paint is applied at all the welding points prior to finishing.

3

Chest Press cum Shoulder
Press

8. Handle bars are provided with high end quality rubber grips.
9. Base plate cover made of virgin LLDPE plastic by rotational moulding with 4.00mm thickness, UV resistant and coloured.
10. Seat

to be made up from virgin

riendly.
11. Maintenance free bearings
manufactured.

environmentally

LLDPE

manufactured by rotational moulding with 4.00 mm thickness, coloured, UV resistant anc

f

12. The equipment are

of

SKF

or equivalent make duly oil sealed and self-lubricated are used in the equipmeni

fitted with inbullt limiters to prevent unwanted movements.

13. The equipment is fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and J shaped welded bolts of 18mm thickness.
14. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on

to it and nuts and bolts are covered with

base plate cover.

15. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly.

15. Equipment made to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness equipment.
17. Self-Explanatory stainless-steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use.

18. lnternal Limiter : Required for controlled movement of human body.

4

AirWalker, Leg Press and
Shoulder Builder

Providing and fixing Air Walker/ Arm Wheel / Leg Press in a pair with below specifications: 1. Dimensions (LxWxH): 2160 x 1017 I
1650 mm
2. Fabricated with main post of NB 100mm (G.1.) 'C'Class Pipe of approved make.
3. Main frame of NB 50mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe.
4. Handle frame of NB 32mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe.
('NB' stands for Nominal Bore Size i.e., Internal Diameter of pipe in millimetres).
5. All Pipes are powder coated with 80-120-micron thick AkzoNobel or equivalent Paints.
5. All joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed off removing sharp edges and burrs.
7. Zinc prlmer paint is applied at all the welding points prior to finishing.
8. Handle bars are provided with high end quality rubber grips.
9. Base plate cover made of virgin LLDPE plastic by rotational moulding with 4.00mm thicknest UV resistant and coloured.
10. Seat to be made up from virgin LLDPE manufactured by rotational moulding with 4.00 mm thickness, coloured, UV resistant an(
environmentally friendly.
11. Maintenance free bearings of SKF or equivalent make duly oil sealed and self-lubricated are used in the equipmenl
manufactured.
12. The equipment are fitted with inbuilt limiters to prevent unwanted movements.
13. The equipment is fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and J shaped welded bolts of 18mm thickness.
14. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on to it and nuts and bolts are covered with base plate cover.
15. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly.
16. Equipment made to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness equipment.
17. Self-Explanatory stainless-steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use.

5

Stepper cum Surf Board

Providing and fixing stair stepper in a combination pair with a stepper on one side and a surf board on other side with belou
specifications: 1. Dimensions (LxWxH): 1000 x 800 x 1300 mm
2. Fabricated with main post of NB 100mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe of approved make
('NB' stands for Nominal Bore i.e., lnternal Diameter of pipe in millimetres)
3. Twister main frame of MS pipe 80 x 40mm
4. Stepper main frame of MS pipe 80 x 40mm.
5. All Pipes are powder coated with 80-120-micron thick AkzoNobel or equivalent Paints.
6. All joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed off removing sharp edges and burrs.
7. Zinc primer paint is applied at all the welding points prior to finishing.
8. Foothold made of nylon alloy with rounded edges to prevent impact and injury.
9. Maintenance free bearings of SKF or equivalent make duly oil sealed and self-lubricated are used in the equipmen
manufactured.
10. The equipment is fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and Expansion Bolts.
11. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on to it.
12. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly.
13. Equipment made to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness equipment.
14. self-Explanatory stainless steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use.

mm
and fixing sit-up station with below specifications: 1. Dimensions (LxWxH): 780 x 1150 x 650
with base frame of NB 50mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe of approved make'

2. Fabricated

Main frame of NB 32mm

(G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe.

. Leg support of NB 65mm (G.1.) 'C'Class Pipe

stands for Nominal Bore i.e., lnternal Diameter of pipe in millimetres)
Fixed on its top is back support made of perforated MS sheet of 2mm thickness'
All pipes are powder coated using Akzo Nobel or equivalent Paint of 80-120 micron thick.
off removing sharp edges and burrs'
. All joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed

zinc primer paint is applied at all welding points prior to finishing.
Bolts.
The equipment to be fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and Expansion
Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on to it.
11, High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly'

l2.EquipmentmadetoEN16630lnternationalstandardforoutdoorfitnessequipment.
13. Self-Explanatory stainless steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use'

providing and fixing seated chest press with below specifications: 1' Dimensions (LxwxH): 910 x 700 x 2000 mm
Fabricated with main post of NB loomm (G.l') 'C' Class Pipe of approved make'
3. Main frame of NB 50mm (G.1.)

'C

Class Pipe.

. Handle frame of NB 32mm (G'1.)'c' Class Pipe.

stands for Nominal Bore Size i.e., lnternal Diameter of pipe in millimetres)'
Paints'
5. All Pipes are powder coated with 80-120-micron thick AkzoNobel or equivalent
and dressed off removing sharp edges and burrs'
6. All joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary

zinc primer paint is applied at all the welding points prior to finishing'
Handle bars are provided with high end quality rubber grips'
4.OOmm thickness, UV resistant and coloured'
Base plate cover made of virgin LLDpE plastic by rotational moutding with
with 4.00 mm thickness, coloured, UV resistant
moulding
10. Seat to be made up from viigin LLDPE manufactured by rotational
,

single Chest Press

environmentally friendlY.
11. Maintenance free bearings

of

SKF

or equivalent make duly oil sealed and self-lubricated are used in the

manufactured.
movements'
12. The equipment are fitted with inbuilt limiters to prevent unwanted
M-25 and J shaped welded bolts of 18mm thickness'
13. The equipment is fixed On Sround with concrete of minimum strenSth
are covered with base plate cover'
bolts
nuts
and
it
and
on
to
is
fixed
equipment
the
is
set,
14. Once the concrete
for
assembly'
15. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used
equipment.
16. Equipment made to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness
use
17. Self-Explanatory stainless-steel label fixed on equipment for ease of

(LxWxH): 1905 x 533 x 2005 mm
and fixing Parallel Bar in a pair with below specifications: 1. Dimensions
make'
of
approved
(G.1.)
Pipe
'C'
Class
post
NB
loomm
of
Fabricated with main

Main frame of NB 50mm (G.1.) 'C Class Pipe.
. Handle frame of NB 32mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe'
.

pipe in millimetres).
stands for Nominal Bore size i.e., lnternal Diameter of

or equivalent Paints'
5. Al! Pipes are powder coated with 80-120-micron thick AkzoNobel
and dressed off removing sharp edges and burrs'
joints
necessary
as
scalloped
with
welded
joints
pipe
robotic
are
of
6. All

primer paint is applied at all the welding points prior to finishing'
Handle bars are provided with hiBh end quality rubber grips'
moulding with 4.09mm thickness, UV resistant and coloured'
Base plate cover made of virgin tiOef plastic by rotational
moulding with 4.@ mm thickness, coloured, Uv resistant
rotational
by
manufactured
LLDpE
10. seat to be made up from virgin
. Zinc

environmentallY friendlY.
11. Maintenance free bearings

of

sKF

or equivalent make duly oil sealed and self-lubricated are used in the

movements'
The equipment are fitted with inbuilt limiters to prevent unwanted
M-25 and J shaped welded bolts of 18mm thickness'
strength
minimum
of
ground
concrete
with
. The equipment is fixed on
are covered with base plate cover'
bolts
and
it and nuts
14. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on to
for
assembly'
are
used
nut
bolts
galvanized
15. High tensile steel with
,

16.EquipmentmadetoEN16630lnternationalstandardforoutdoorfitnessequipment.
for ease of use'
17. Self-Explanatory stainless-steel label fixed on equipment

Providing and fixing treadmill roller walker with below specifications: 1. Dimensions (LxWxH): 1067 x 715 x 1067 mm
2. Fabricated with base frame of NB 50mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe of approved make.
3. Main frame of NB 32mm (G.1.) 'C'Class Pipe.
4. Leg support of NB 65mm {G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe

('NB' stands for Nominal Bore i.e., lnternal Diameter of pipe in millimetres)
5. Fixed on its top is back support made of perforated MS sheet of 2mm thickness.
9

Treadmill

/

Roller Walker

All pipes are powder coated using Akzo Nobel or equivalent Paint of 80-120 micron thick.
off removing sharp edges and burrs.
8. Zinc primer paint is applied at all welding points prior to finishin8.
9. The equipment to be fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and Expansion Bolts.
10. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on to it.
11. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly.
12. Equipment made to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness equipment.
13. Self-Explanatory stainless-steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use
5.

7. All joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed

Providing and fixing Arm and paddle bike with below specifications: 1. Dimensions (LxWxH): 1270 x 510 x 1295 mm
2. Fabricated with base frame of NB 50mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe of approved make..
3. Main frame of NB 32mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe.
4. Leg support of NB 55mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe

('NB' stands for Nominal Bore i.e., lnternal Diameter of pipe in millimetres)
5. Fixed on its top is back support made of perforated MS sheet of 2mm thickness.
10

Orbitreck

All pipes are powder coated using Akzo Nobel or equivalent Paint of 80-120 micron thick.
joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed off removing sharp edges and burrs.
B. zinc primer paint is applied at all welding points prior to finishing.
9. The equipment to be fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and Expansion Bolts.
6.

7: All

10. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on

to it.

11. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly.
12. Equipment made

to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness equipment.

13. Self-Explanatory stainless-steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use

Providing and flxing Calf Raise with below specifications: 1. Dimensions (LxWxH): 1524 x 10 x 915 mm
1. All joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed

off removing sharp edges and burrs.

2. Zinc primer paint is applied at all welding points prior to finishing.
11

Calf Raise

equipment to be fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and Expansion Bolts.
to it.
5. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly.
6. Equipment made to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness equipment.
7. Self-Explanatory stainless-steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use
3. The

4. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on

ProvidingandfixingMonkeyBarwithbelowspecifications:

l.Dimensions(LxWxHlt3277x7270x2267mm

joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed off removing sharp edges and burrs.
2. Zinc primer paint is applied at all welding points prior to finishing.
3. The equipment to be fixed on ground with concrete of minimum strength M-25 and Expansion Bolts.
4. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on to it,
5. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly.
6. Equipment made to EN16630 International standard for outdoor fitness equipment.
7. Self-Explanatory stainless-steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use
1. All

12

Monkey Bar

Providing and fixing Glute Machine with below specifications: Dimensions (LxWxH): 1270 x 510 x 1295 mm
1. All joints of pipe are robotic welded with joints scalloped as necessary and dressed

off removing sharp

2. Zinc primer paint is applied at all welding points prior to finishing.
3. The equipment

to be fixed on ground with conffete of minimum strength M-25 and Expansion Bolts.

4. Once the concrete is set, the equipment is fixed on to it.
5. High tensile steel with galvanized nut bolts are used for assembly.
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Glute Machine

6. Equipment made

to EN16630 lnternational standard for outdoor fitness equipment.

7. Self-Explanatory stainless-steel label fixed on equipment for ease of use
8. lnternal Limiter : Required for controlled movement of human

body.
9. Fabricated

with

base frame of NB 89mm (G.1.) 'C'Class Pipe of approved make.

3. Main frame of NB 60mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe.
4. Leg support of NB 42mm (G.1.) 'C' Class Pipe

('NB' stands for Nominal Bore i.e., lnternal Diameter of pipe in millimetres)

YE
Deputy Commissioner,

Khunti

edges and burrs.

